
BLANCO UNIT drink.systems
Hot and filtered drinking water systems.

blanco.co.uk/drinksystems

WORKING
TOGETHER
PERFECTLY.
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LIFE AND LIFESTYLE.
ALL IN ONE UNIT.
BLANCO are the experts in the busiest area of the kitchen. Our sinks, taps, integrated 
organisation, accessories and drinking water systems, combined as one seamless UNIT  
can make a big difference to every day life in your kitchen.

You are bound to have a clear idea of how 
your kitchen could be improved to make your 
day-to-day life that much more enjoyable. 

At BLANCO, we make it our mission. 
Combining premium quality, first-class  
design and carefully considered functionality. 
Always with you in mind. 

As a German company founded nearly a 
century ago, we are among the world's 
leading manufacturers of kitchen taps, sinks, 
integrated waste and storage systems. 

We are passionate about the heart of your 
kitchen, what we call 'the water hub.'  
This is the place where kitchen tasks need to 
run smoothly and efficiently. It’s the most 
important place in the kitchen, and our many 
years of experience and cutting-edge 
technology can make it even better. 

BLANCO's integrated solutions will save you 
effort and time, letting you get on with the 
more important things in life.

The Sulzfeld plant in Kraichtal, in the heart of Baden-Württemberg
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BLANCO

Did you know we spend more than half of  
our time in the kitchen at the sink? After all, 
the sink area we call 'the water hub' is where 
we fill our glasses, prepare food, rinse dishes, 
store cleaning products and separate the 
recycling.

So, it's important to ensure that things 
happen quickly and efficiently here. Ideally 
you wouldn't want to use different areas of 
you kitchen for different tasks. Having 
everything within easy reach and components 
working together smoothly is key. Daily 
cooking, preparation and cleaning become 
simply easy, saving you space, energy and 
time, making those essential daily tasks an 
absolute breeze.

BLANCO UNIT. 
A perfect combination.
As a specialist in creating premium water 
hub products, BLANCO offers the ideal 
combination of mixer tap, sink and waste 
management or organisational systems all in 
one cabinet. The BLANCO UNIT.

Day-to-day drink making, food preparation 
and cleaning now take place at a 
sophisticated sink area, combining all three 
tasks to perfection. Vegetables are peeled, 
washed and off-cuts disposed in just a 
few simple steps. Tea made simple with a 
boiling water tap, cool drinks created with 
pure filtered water and life made easier with 
features including flexible or pull-out sprays. 

The space under the sink, that no-go-area 
of chaotic, but important, storage becomes 
perfectly tailored with an integrated waste or 
organisation system.

All of this with millimetre precision, premium 
quality and ingenious ideas to make kitchen 
life easier everyday.

Water hub

60%

Other

15%

25%
Stove / hob

The hub at the heart of your kitchen. 
Create the perfect place to drink, prep and 
clean, that fits your style and your lifestyle.
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All your kitchen tasks in one place. The BLANCO UNIT helps make the most of your kitchen sink area, transforming daily tasks into highlights. 
Drinks, preparation and cleaning in a space designed to suit your style and lifestyle. Sink, tap and organisation or waste systems, combined to 
create more time for what really matters. Discover how a BLANCO UNIT can make your kitchen life easier: blanco.co.uk/blancounit

ONE UNIT.
ONE SOLUTION.
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BLANCO UNIT

Mixer taps for all requirements.
Whether you need a pull-out spray, want a semi-professional style, or 
are thinking about upgrading to a smart drinking water system, our 
mixer taps come in a wide range of designs with an array of ingenious 
features. They simply perform the way you need them to and look the 
way you want.

Sinks for every style.
Our sinks are available in different sizes, with a range of installation 
methods and solutions for every standard base cabinet. Three  
high-quality materials also offer you the option of designing the 
BLANCO UNIT your way, beautiful SILGRANIT® stone composite, 
timeless stainless steel or luxurious ceramic. The choice is yours.

Organisation and waste management systems for every need.
Available in a range of sizes, cleanly set and perfectly adapted to 
base cabinet variations. Our integrated waste management systems 
do more than just control refuse and waste, while our organisation 
systems create calm and order to the chaotic space under the sink.

Accessories for your lifestyle.
Freely adjustable suspension rails, precisely fitted cutting boards, 
integrated soap dispensers, corner caddies or floating, folding grids 
– our mission to make everyday kitchen life easier extends to our 
ingenious kitchen accessories, too. 
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BLANCO UNIT 
DRINK SYSTEMS. 

Which drinking water system meets your requirements? Which tap matches your needs? 
Which sink or bowl suits your taste? What can be done to organise that no-go-area 
under the sink? Our wide range of options free you to design a water hub that is right for 
your style and your lifestyle. The BLANCO UNIT with a drinking water system ensures a 
beautiful, space-saving, time-saving, creative hub at the heart of your kitchen.

Step 1: Which drinking water system?
Refreshment your own way, filtered boiling hot water instantly, refined cold filtered drinking water on tap... or both?  
Choose from unique measuring functions, pull-out spouts or classic mixer tap designs. The choice is yours!

filter

100⁰C hot & cold filtered.

System: drink.hot
Tap: EVOL-S Pro 4-in-1

hot filter volume hot filter

Filtered drinking water.

System: drink.filter
Tap: EVOL-S Pro Filter

filter volume

100⁰C hot filtered water.

System: drink.hot
Tap: TAMPERA 3-in-1

Filtered drinking water.

System: drink.filter
Tap: FONTAS-S II Filter
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Select from a huge range of sinks and bowls for undermount or inset installation in premium materials;  
BLANCO's patented stone composite Silgranit®, high-quality 18/10 stainless steel or classic ceramic.

Step 2: Which sink or bowl?

SILGRANIT® Undermount

Stainless steel Undermount

BLANCO UNIT

Step 3: waste less space
Where once was chaos, with BLANCO 
organisation and waste management 
systems, now order and calm reside. 
Whether you are looking to organise your 
cleaning products, store pet paraphernalia 
or sort your dry recycling, we have a system 
for you. In fact, a few of them will do all three 
while leaving space for more.

Our range gives you options for most 
standard sized, hinged door or pull-out 
drawer units. These three, space-saving 
models are ideally suited for use in the same 
cabinet as a BLANCO drinking water system.   

ETAGON 500-U AXIA III 6 SSUBLINE 340/180-U

ETAGON 500-U AXIS 6 SANDANO 340/180-U

Bowls in a variety of colours, sizes and formats.

Bowls in a variety of finishes, sizes and formats.

SILGRANIT® Inset

Stainless steel Inset

Sinks with drainers and inset bowls.

Sinks with drainers and inset bowls.

SINGOLO XL

BOTTON II 30/2

SELECT II 60/2 Compact
The compact design is specifically for use with a drink.hot or drink.filter water system in a 
standard 600mm cabinet and the built in drawer runners create the perfect pull-out system.
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SIMPLY WATER.
FRANKLY, BETTER.
Introducing BLANCO drink.systems: 
drink.filter and drink.hot - the perfect additions to the BLANCO UNIT.

BLANCO is focussed on making your kitchen life easier every day, we achieve this through premium quality designs and developing 
superior materials to ensure high-performing kitchen sinks, taps and organisational systems. 

Our drinking water systems continue this approach, from the taps themselves to the custom-fit BWT filter, the super-strong titanium 
boiler to the digital control units that keep everything in check - every component has been engineered to be better. For example, 
where most competitors use stainless steel or copper in their hot water boilers, we use titanium because it is less likely to corrode or 
be affected by limescale over time - particularly important in hard water areas. Titanium is also more hygienic, so we can be sure that 
the perfectly filtered water that goes into the boiler is just as pure when you pour a nice hot cup of tea. 

The boiling water system at a glance:
• Filtered boiling water (EVOL-S = filtered cold too)
• Standard warm and cold mains water
• A custom-fit BWT multi-stage filter
• Titanium hot water boiler
• Digital control box for system management

drink.hot water system

More information from page 10

The filtered water system at a glance:
• Filtered water (cold)
• Standard warm and cold mains water
• A custom-fit BWT multi-stage filter
• Digital flowmeter for filter management

drink.filter water system

More information from page 14

drink.hot cabinet space

Timeless design meets maximum functionality 
with BLANCO drink.systems. The different 
water systems set new standards with their 
state-of-the-art technology, and are perfectly 
designed for your kitchen style and, more 
importantly, your lifestyle.

Designed to take up as little space as 
possible, the drink.hot system will fit easily 
into a 600mm sink cabinet, leaving room for a 
waste or organisation system. The SELECT II 
60/2 Compact has been specifically designed 
for use with a drink.hot system and the 
BOTTON II 30/2 and SINGOLO family also fit 
to create a highly practical space, all in one 
BLANCO UNIT.

drink.hot EVOL-S Pro boiler, filter, control box and fittings shown above.
drink.hot TAMPERA boiler, filter, digital flowmeter and fittings shown right. 
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drink.systems

The fine particle filter disposes of 
the finest particles and suspended 

sediments.

Mains water undergoes a repeated 
process of filtering and purification to 

become optimised drinking water.

High-performance ion exchanger 
has the job of ensuring a balanced 

mineral content. Limescale is reduced 
and the water is softened.

The activated carbon fleece reduces 
the chlorine content and eliminates 

irritating odours and flavours.

The activated carbon filter reduces 
organic matter and ensures the safety  

and longevity of the filtering system.

The particle pre-filter catches 
coarse particles like sand and rust.

Fresh, pure 
and delicious 
drinking water.

Multi-stage
filtration system

The innovative, multi-stage BWT filter purifies 
mains cold water several times, getting rid 
of minute particles that can affect the taste. 
The long-lasting cartridge reduces chlorine 
content and softens the water, ensuring 
less limescale. The filter also removes heavy 
metals that can be present in mains drinking 
water and balances calcium content to just 
the right levels for the perfect taste.

Combined with the drink.hot boiler, mains 
water is filtered before heating. The titanium 
tanks hygienic properties ensure that the 
purity of the filtered water is maintained.  
So you can be sure of the perfect coffee or 
cup of tea every time. 

drink.filter technology
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IT'S GETTING
HOT IN HERE.
drink.hot EVOL-S Pro semi-professional 4-in-1 mixer tap gives you an exact 
amount of 100⁰C filtered or perfectly filtered cold water at the touch of a button.

The only semi-professional mixer tap on the market that combines filtered boiling hot water and filtered cold water with a volume 
control dial and push activation: the drink.hot system cuts out boiling time and ensures pure refreshment with filtered water. 
Featuring separate spouts for standard and treated water that can be used simultaneously, multi-stage BWT filter system and 
super-strong titanium boiler, the drink.hot EVOL-S Pro has been engineered to be better.

The drink.hot system is part of the BLANCO UNIT drink.hot: choose a BLANCO boiling water tap, a premium sink or bowl and 
an in-cabinet waste or organisation system to suit your lifestyle. Discover our à la carte UNIT combinations: www.blanco.co.uk/ala
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Simply measured.
Choose between boiling filtered (red) or cold filtered (blue) with the control knob, set the amount of water you want between 100ml and  
3 litres with the scaling wheel, tap the dial and the drink.hot EVOL-S Pro will deliver the volume of filtered boiling or cold water that you need.

Titanium as standard.
Bacteria and germs stand no chance in the hygienically flawless 
titanium hot water boiler, and since mains water is filtered before 
being heated, the result is clean, pure boiling water every time.

Seamless combinations.
Pasta with homemade tomato sauce, in half the time? With the 
BLANCO UNIT drink.hot combination of sink, tap and organisation 
system, everything is simply easy and all in one place.

drink.hot

Dual spouts, dual spray, dual functionality.
Both the insulated boiling and cold filtered spout and the flexible 
standard water spout, with dual spray option, can be used 
simultaneously. This makes for a highly versatile and practical tap 
where you can complete tasks in tandem.
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STRONG, SAFE,
INSTANT HOT.
The drink.hot TAMPERA water system is a specification-busting 3-in-1, multi-stage 
filtered, true-boiling water tap with safety at it's core. Simply engineered to be better.

Everything about the drink.hot TAMPERA system is quality. From the 100⁰C filtered water and the build quality, the expertly engineered  

4 litre titanium boiler and digital control feature to the anti-spray boiling water flow, insulated spout and child-safe auto-off control lever. 

Available in classic chrome or stunning stainless PVD Steel.

The drink.hot system is part of the BLANCO UNIT drink.hot: choose a BLANCO boiling water tap, a premium sink or bowl and 
an in-cabinet waste or organisation system to suit your lifestyle. Discover our à la carte UNIT combinations: www.blanco.co.uk/ala
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drink.hot

Safety and reassurance built-in.
An insulated spout that stays cool to the touch in general use, a child-safe boiling water 
control with graduated flow control and a clever anti-spray water stream to reduce spitting.

Two tones to suit you.
The ever-popular stainless PVD Steel or classic, luxurious chrome. It's your choice.

Titanium as standard.
Bacteria and germs stand no chance in the 
hygienic titanium boiler while the multi-stage 
filter ensures the perfect 100⁰C water.

All in one place.
Boiling, warm and cold water on tap, multi-functional sink or bowl  
and integrated organisation and waste management system. The 
BLANCO UNIT, a seamless combination making life simply easier.

Calming the chaos.
The drink.hot in-cabinet system leaves 
plenty of room for organisation systems.
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STUNNING, PRECISE, 
PURELY FILTERED.
The drink.filter EVOL-S Pro provides pure water and pure bliss thanks to  
multi-stage filter technology and a filtered water measuring function.
 
Noticeably refined water and a clear conscience, all thanks to the drink.filter system. In addition to limescale, the BWT  
multi-stage filter installed in the base cabinet reduces the heavy metal and chlorine content. This not only improves the taste 
of the water, but also protects your kitchen and supports a healthy lifestyle. Choose between filtered water via the unique 
measuring function or standard tap water as required. And enjoy added flexibility thanks to the flexible, dual spray spout.

The drink.filter system is part of the BLANCO UNIT drink.filter: choose a BLANCO filtered water tap, a premium sink or bowl and 
an in-cabinet waste or organisation system to suit your lifestyle. Discover our à la carte UNIT combinations: www.blanco.co.uk/ala
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Simply measured.
Set the amount of filtered water on the rotary 
control, tap the button to start the flow.

Cleverly hidden. 
The BWT multi-stage filter can be mounted behind the SELECT II 
60/2 Compact or to the side of the BOTTON II 30/2 integrated 
organisation system to save space in a standard 600mm cabinet. 

Pure water, purely practical. 
The BLANCO UNIT with a drink.filter at its heart is a perfectly 
coordinated mix of tap, sink and organisation system to ensure 
smooth work flows to fit your style and suit your lifestyle.

drink.filter

Dual spouts, dual spray, dual functionality.
Both the cold filtered spout and the flexible standard water spout, with dual spray option, can 
be used simultaneously. This makes for a highly versatile and practical filter tap.
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FILTER FLEXIBILITY,
MODERN MIXER STYLE. 
The drink.filter FONTAS-S II features a pull-out spout that delivers hot and cold flow, 
plus filtered cold water via a separate nozzle, meaning filtered water instantly every time.

A multi-stage drink.filter water system ensures perfectly balanced drinking water with metals, calcium and other mains water 

contaminates removed. The spout allows flexible use around the sink, making it easy to fill household appliances like your kettle or 

coffee machine reservoir. Available in classic chrome or stunning stainless PVD Steel.

The drink.filter system is part of the BLANCO UNIT drink.filter: choose a BLANCO filtered water tap, a premium sink or bowl and 
an in-cabinet waste or organisation system to suit your lifestyle. Discover our à la carte UNIT combinations: www.blanco.co.uk/ala
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You are in control. 
Separate levers for cold or warm water on the 
right, and filtered water on the left.

Two tones to suit you.
Classic, luxurious chrome or ever-popular stainless PVD Steel. 
Whatever you choose, you'll love the tap, its superior performance 
and you won't know how you managed before filtered water on tap.

All in one place.
The BLANCO UNIT with a drink.filter at its heart is a perfectly 
coordinated mixer of tap, sink and organisation system to ensure 
smooth work flows to fit your style and suit your lifestyle.

drink.filter

Purely practical, effortlessly elegant.
The FONTAS-S II features a pull-out spout with dual hoses and two nozzles, delivering hot  
and cold flow from one and precious filtered water from another, keeping it instantly pure.
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PURE FILTERED. 

BLANCO drink.filter taps are available in three styles with a variety of functions. Each with 
a multi-stage filtration system to ensure perfectly balanced filtered water on demand.

filter volume

drink.filter EVOL-S Pro

• PVD Steel and black
• Semi-professional design
• Multi-stage BWT filter
• Filtered water measuring 

function for defined volume
• Separate spout ensures pure 

filtered water every time
• Simultaneous use of spouts
• Dual spray options

drink.filter FONTAS-S II
filter

• PVD Steel or chrome
• Pull-out spout for extended 

work area
• Multi-stage BWT filter
• Filtered water delivered via 

separate nozzle and pipe to 
ensure purity of filtered water

• Digital flowmeter
• 360 degree spout swivel 

drink.filter TRIMA
filter

• Classic chrome
• Multi-stage BWT filter
• Digital flowmeter
• 360 degree spout swivel

drink.filter FONTAS II
filter

• Classic chrome
• Multi-stage BWT filter
• Filtered water delivered via 

separate nozzle and pipe to 
ensure purity of filtered water

• Digital flowmeter
• 360 degree spout swivel
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HOT STUFF. 

BLANCO drink.hot taps deliver true 100⁰C filtered water in an instant. Each has safety 
built-in to the controls, the spout, the water flow itself and the titanium boiler system.

hot filter volume hot

drink.hot EVOL-S Pro

• 4-in-1 semi-professional design, PVD Steel and black
• Boiling and cold filtered measuring function via rotary dial and 

touch control for precise water volume delivery
• Separate insulated spout ensures pure filtered cold or true-boiling 

water every time
• Metal shrouded flexible spout for standard hot and cold water with 

a dual spray control 
• Simultaneous use of both spouts means you can fill a pan while 

washing the vegetables or make tea while rinsing the cups
• Boiling water flow does not spit or spray for added safety in use 
• Super-strong and hygienic 4 litre titanium boiler keeps water at 

constant 105 degrees, securely and efficiently
• Multi-stage BWT filter ensures perfectly balanced boiling or cold 

filtered water and protects the system against limescale
• Digital control unit manages flow and filter consumption

drink.hot TAMPERA

• 3-in-1 classic design, available in PVD Steel or chrome
• Child-safe boiling water control lever with release button, twist 

control and auto-off function
• Separate mixer lever for standard hot and cold flow
• Variable, anti-spray boiling water flow for added safety in use 
• Insulated spout increases safety by reducing potential for scalding 
• Super-strong, hygienic 4 litre titanium boiler that keeps a constant 

internal water temperature of 105⁰C, securely and efficiently
• Multi-stage BWT filter ensures perfectly balanced boiling water and 

protects the system against limescale
• Built-in digital flowmeter manages filter consumption 

For more information and videos about BLANCO drinking water systems, visit blanco.co.uk/drinksystems 
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BLANCO UK Limited
1 Victor Way
Colney Street
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